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Postage stamps and related objects are miniature communication tools, and they tell a 
story about cultural and political identities and about artistic forms of identity 
expressions. They are part of the world’s material heritage, and part of history. Ever 
more of this postal heritage becomes available online, published by stamp collectors’ 
organizations, auction houses, commercial stamp shops, online catalogues, and 
individual collectors. Virtually collecting postage stamps and postal history has recently 
become a possibility. These working papers about Africa are examples of what can be 
done. But they are work-in-progress! Everyone who would like to contribute, by sending 
corrections, additions, and new area studies can do so by sending an email message to 
the APH editor: Ton Dietz (dietzaj@asc.leidenuniv.nl). You are welcome! 
 
Disclaimer: illustrations and some texts are copied from internet sources that are publicly available. All 
sources have been mentioned. If there are claims about the copy rights of these sources, please send an 
email to asc@asc.leidenuniv.nl, and, if requested, those illustrations will be removed from the next version 
of the working paper concerned.  
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Illustrations cover page: 
ASC Leiden postage stamp Nederland (2011): ©African Studies Centre Leiden 
Cape of Good Hope postage stamp 1853: 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/7/7c/Cape_Triangular_Postage_Stamp.jp
g/400px-Cape_Triangular_Postage_Stamp.jpg  
Egypt postage stamp 1914: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4b/Post_Stamp_Egypt.jpg  
  St. Helena: see later.  
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St Helena: Introduction 





profiles-2/africa/saint-helena/: “Saint Helena is located in the southern part of the Atlantic Ocean. 
Saint Helena was discovered by the Portuguese in the 16th century. The British annex Saint Helena in 
1659 as a British colony. The administration of Saint Helena is put in the hands of the British East 
India Company that develops Saint Helena as a port of call on the shipping routes to British India. The 
importance of Saint Helena as a port of call comes to an end with the advent of the steamship, in the 
course of the 19th century, and the opening of the Suez canal in 1869. Between 1815 and 1821, Saint 
Helena is manned by a military garrison to guard Napoleon Bonaparte who has been exiled to the 
island. The residence and grave of Napoleon are transferred to France in 1858 as the ‘Domaines 
Français de Sainte-Hélène’ and are, until today, administered by France. The administration of Saint 
Helena is, in 1833, transferred from the British East India Company to the British Crown. Ascension 
and the Tristan da Cunha Islands – the other British possessions in the southern Atlantic Ocean – are 
to become dependencies of Saint Helena in 1922 and 1938 respectively. Saint Helena & 
Dependencies will become a British dependency in 1981 and a British overseas territory in 2002. In 
2009 the status of Saint Helena is made equal to that of Ascension and Tristan da Cunha, as the 
British overseas territory of Saint Helena, Ascension & Tristan da Cunha is formed. Saint Helena 
currently has a population of some 4 000 living mainly from agriculture. Postal history Saint Helena. 
Stamps have been issued for Saint Helena from 1856. Aside from the issues of the standard design 
for the British colonies most issues show local themes. Stamps of Saint Helena have, upon occasion, 
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been used on Tristan da Cunha” (with thanks to and admiration for Gerben van Gelder, who sadly 
passed away in 2016). 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Helena#/media/File:Topographic_map_of_Saint_Helena-en.svg  
“Saint Helena … is a volcanic tropical island in the South Atlantic Ocean, 4,000 kilometres … east of 
Rio de Janeiro and 1,950 kilometres … west of the mouth of the Cunene River, which marks the 
border between Namibia and Angola in southwestern Africa. It is part of the British Overseas 
Territory of Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha. Saint Helena measures about 16 by 8 
kilometres … and has a population of 4,534 (2016 census). It was named after Saint Helena of 
Constantinople. It is one of the most remote islands in the world and was uninhabited when 
discovered by the Portuguese in 1502. It was an important stopover for ships sailing to Europe from 
Asia and South Africa for centuries. Napoleon was imprisoned there in exile by the British, as was 
Dinuzulu kaCetshwayo (for leading a Zulu army against British rule) and more than 5,000 Boers taken 
prisoner during the Second Boer War, including Piet Cronjé. Saint Helena is Britain's second-oldest 
overseas territory after Bermuda”.  
“ Under the provisions of the 1833 India Act, control of Saint Helena passed from the East India 
Company to the British Crown, and it became a crown colony”… “The British Nationality Act 1981 
reclassified Saint Helena and the other Crown colonies as British Dependent Territories. The islanders 
lost their right of abode in Britain. For the next 20 years, many could find only low-paid work with the 
island government, and the only available employment outside Saint Helena was on the Falkland 
Islands and Ascension Island. … The Saint Helena Constitution took effect in 1989 and provided that 
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the island would be governed by a Governor, Commander-in-Chief, and an elected executive and 
legislative council. In 2002, the British Overseas Territories Act 2002 granted full British citizenship to 
the islanders, and renamed the dependent territories (including Saint Helena) the British Overseas 
Territories. In 2009, Saint Helena and its two territories received equal status under a new 
constitution, and the British Overseas Territory was renamed Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan da 
Cunha”. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Helena  
 
Location of Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha (circled in red) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Helena,_Ascension_and_Tristan_da_Cunha#/media/File:Saint_H
elena,_Ascension_and_Tristan_da_Cunha_in_United_Kingdom.svg  
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“In 1858, the French emperor Napoleon III successfully gained the possession, in the name of the 
French government, of Longwood House and the lands around it, the last residence of Napoleon I 
(who died there in 1821). It is still French property, administered by a French representative and 
under the authority of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs”. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Helena  
Postal services prior to 1856 
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http://sainthelenaisland.info/postagestamps.htm: “Although St Helena was frequently, from the 
earliest days, visited by ships on their way to and from India and the East via the Cape of Good Hope, 
letters prior to 1815 bear no external indication of having come from or passed through the island. 
Such letters would not carry any St Helena marking, as there was no post office on the island at that 
time.  Originally letters were left at the Chapel (while it existed) or under large stones, one of which 
can still be seen at the entrance of The Castle - the ‘Dolphin Stone’ was inscribed by the crew of The 
East India Company ship Dolphin, which arrived on 21st March 1645 and departed in May. Others 
were handed directly to ship’s captains to be carried. Later it was arranged that they could be left at 
the Government Secretary’s office in The Castle to await the next ship.  
The first Post Office on the island was established by proclamation of Governor Mark Wilks on 20th 
February 1815. The Proclamation provided for a „regular Post Office” to be set up on the Wharf in 
Jamestown under Mr. William Brabazon as the first Post Master. Letters would no longer be received 
for transmission at the Secretary’s office but only at the new Post Office. Thereafter, all letters 
carried by mail packet had to have an official Post Office mark or stamp, and anyone sending a letter 
from the island otherwise than through the Post Office was liable to a fine of 5s. The Post Office was 
opened on 23rd February 1815, located in the office entered by the raised door between the main 
Castle entrance and the other main entrance”.  
Postage stamps of St Helena 1856 – 1981, as crown colony 
Queen Victoria (1856-1901) 
“The first stamp of St Helena was issued on 1 January 1856.[1] It was a 6d blue imperforate stamp 
portraying Queen Victoria. From 1863 to 1880, this stamp was issued in various colours, perforated 
and overprinted for each value from 1d to 5s. This design continued to be used until 1884, when a 
new set of Victorian key types was issued for the colony. The Victorian key types were replaced by a 
short-lived set of two King Edward VII key types in 1902. In 1903, a new pictorial definitive set of six 
values was issued. Three stamps showed King Edward and the Government House, and three others 
showed the King and the Wharf. In 1908, a set of four key types was issued. The values were 
additional values which were not included in the 1903 pictorial definitive (2½d, 4d, 6d and 10s)”. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postage_stamps_and_postal_history_of_Saint_Helena  
“The earliest mail emanating from St Helena did not carry postmarks of any kind being handed to 
ships captains’ left at the Government Secretary’s offices, or simply left under large stones one of 
which still exists inscribed “1645”. The first stamp of St Helena was decided upon “as a Public 
convenience and a probable saving of the labors of the Post Master” and Perkins, Bacon & Co 
received the order to print a 6d blue stamp which was eventually issued on 1 January 1856. Several 
orders followed and perforating began in 1861 with the printers using a perforated wheel and a plate 
with matching holes beneath, as the plate got clogged and the pins deteriorated the perforations 
reduced in quality and collectors recognise ‘clean- cut’ and ‘rough perf’ variants of this stamp. This 
simple 6d plate remained in use as the colony expanded and unusually the same stamp was printed 
in a wide range of colours with different surcharges applied from ½d to 5s until the introduction of 
the De La Rue Universal key plate set in 1890. These issues with surcharges doubled or omitted 
include some of the rarest stamps of St Helena”. https://www.sandafayre.com/st-helena-
stamps?pn=3&g=1  
Selection of early stamps 
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a0/St._Helena.jpg   
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6938.jpg: St, Helena: 1856 (Jan) 6d. 
blue in an unused horizontal pair, part original gum, slight trace of oxidization. S.G. 1 
   
6p: https://www.herrickstamp.com/shop/st-helena-scott-strong-2b-strong-used-412958, and 
https://www.sandafayre.com/auction/lot/1616-ST-HELENA---1856-6d-blue-wmk-Large-Star-imperf--
/?lot=4296686&so=0&st=&sto=0&au=&ef=&et=&ic=False&sd=0&mc=12970&sc=13190&pp=24&pn=
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http://sainthelenaisland.info/postagestamps.htm: “Early stamped letter, 1856”.  
 
https://www.shatps.org/our-3-islands.html: “The postal history of St. Helena extends well back into 
the days of stampless covers, but letters prior to 1815 typically bear no external indication of having 
come from or having passed through St. Helena. The first Post Office was established on St. Helena in 
1815, and the first handstruck stamp was introduced shortly after the opening of the Post Office. The 
first adhesive stamps of St. Helena were introduced in 1856. The exceptional cover illustrated in the 
header is franked with a pair of St. Helena's first adhesive stamp of 1856” 
1861: Queen Victoria, perforated, Clean-Cut 14-15½ 
  
https://www.stampworld.com/nl/stamps/St.-Helena/  
https://www.stamps-for-sale.com/st-helena-1861-queen-victoria-sg-2a-mint-82073-p.asp : “St 
Helena 1861 Queen Victoria SG 2a Mint”.  
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6969.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1861 
(April) rough perf. 14 to 16 6d. blue, in a fresh unused block of four with part original gum, a few 
perf. separations, otherwise fine and rare. S.G. 2a”.  
1863, Queen Victoria, perforated, rough 14-15 ½  
 
 
 https://www.stampworld.com/nl/stamps/St.-Helena/  
1863: Victoria imperforated 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6972.jpg  : “Saint Helena: 1863 
1d. lake type A, with variety surcharge double, fine and fresh mint, very rare. B.P.A. Certificate 





http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6998.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1863 
(July) 1d. lake type B in a fine mint block of four, very fresh. S.G. 4”. [bar 18 ½ mm]  
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https://db.kelleherauctions.com/php/lot_auc.php?site=1&sale=702&lot=319&lang=1 : “1863, Queen 
Victoria, 1d on 6d lake & 4d on 6d carmine surcharges, imperf (Scott 8-10), watermarked Large Star, 
unused without gum (4d regummed), fresh color and large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 4d 









http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6940.jpg : “St. Helena: 1863 (July) 
4d. carmine, unused, part original gum, fine. S.G.5” 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/62/30175.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1863 
4d. carmine part o.g. showing constant variety ''HF.L'' for ''HEL'' in ''HELENA'' occurring in position 
240 of the sheet, just touched at upper right, otherwise close to good margins all round, fine 
appearance. …S.G. 5 var.”.  







1d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6970.jpg: “Saint Helena: 
1864-80 1d. lake type B, variety imperforate, unused without gum, fresh appearance. B.P.A. 
Certificate (1989). S.G. 7b”.  
3d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6941.jpg : “St. Helena: 1864-
80 3d. deep dull purple surcharge type B, imperforate, fine mint from left of sheet. B.P.A. Certificate 
(2002). S.G. 11b”.  
1864-80 Victoria perforated 
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1d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6971.jpg : “Saint Helena: 
1864-80 1d. lake type B, variety surcharge in blue-black, fine mint, fresh appearance, scarce. B.P.A. 
Certificate (2001). S.G. 8a”.  
2d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6973.jpg “Saint Helena: 1864-
80 2d. yellow type C, variety surcharge in blue-black, unused without gum, fresh appearance, rare. 
B.P.A. Certificate (2002). S.G. 10a”.  
 
4d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/8048.jpg: “Saint Helena: 
1864-80 4d. type A, in a fine and fresh mint block of four, scarce. S.G. 13”.  
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6d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6942.jpg:  “St. Helena: 
1864-80 6d. dull blue with watermark reversed, fine mint. B.P.A. Certificate (2002). S.G. 16x, 
unpriced mint”.  
6d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6948.jpg: “St. Helena: 1864-
80 6d. dull blue, fine mint. S.G. 16”.  
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6943.jpg : “St. Helena: 1864-80 
2d. yellow, surcharge type B, perforation 14 x 121/2, in a fine mint block of six from right of sheet, 
fresh appearance. S.G. 22”.  
1868: Victoria perforated 
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14088-p.asp: “St Helena 1868 Queen Victoria Surcharged SG 11 Good Used”.  
 
https://www.stamps-for-sale.com/st-helena-1868-queen-victoria-surcharged-sg-14-fine-used-82065-
p.asp: “St Helena 1868 Queen Victoria Surcharged SG 14 Fine Used”.  
 
https://www.stamps-for-sale.com/st-helena-1864-queen-victoria-sg-30-fine-used-82067-p.asp: “St 
Helena 1864 Queen Victoria SG 30 Fine Used”.  
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p.asp: “St Helena 1868 Queen Victoria Surcharged SG 20 Fine Mint”.  
1864 -1873: WM: 2 Perforation: 12½  
 
https://www.stampworld.com/stamps/St.-Helena/Postage-stamps/g0005//  Two pence in two types: 
bar 14-14 ½ mm and 18 ½  mm. Three pence in two types: bar 14-14 ½ mm and 16 ½  mm. One 
shilling: three types bar 14-14 ½ mm, 16 ½ mm and 18 ½  mm. Five shillings: two types: orange and 
yellow. There are also two other stamps during this period: one penny (in three types: bar 14-14 ½ 
mm, 16 ½ mm and 18 ½  mm) and four pence (in three types: bar 14-14.5 mm long, value 18 mm; 
idem value 19 mm; and bar 18 mm long).  
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Queen Victoria, 1d on 6d lake, perf 12½, Type C surcharge in blue-black (Scott 12a), 
watermarked Crown CC, o.g., very lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and virtually perfectly 
centered, Extremely Fine, 1999 PSE Certificate”. 
 
    
https://db.kelleherauctions.com/php/lot_auc.php?site=1&sale=634&lot=1125&lang=1: “St. Helena, 
1873, Queen Victoria, 6d ultramarine, perf. 12½ (Scott 4), watermarked Crown CC, o.g., well centered 
with bright color, Very Fine, with original Livingston retail card”. 
https://www.stampworld.com/stamps/St.-Helena/Postage-stamps/g0011//: ultramarine and blue 
(the blue version in three types, perf. 12 ½, 14 x 12 ½ and 14).  
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1873: Victoria perforated 
 
https://www.john-rice-stamps.co.uk/st-helena-stamps/1873-St.-Helena.-SG.12-3d-deep-dull-purple-
Perf-12½-Type-A-fine-used._3553.html      
 
https://www.stamps-for-sale.com/st-helena-1873-queen-victoria-sg-16a-good-used-14086-p.asp: “St 
Helena 1873 Queen Victoria SG 16a Good Used”.  
1876 Queen Victoria, perforated 14 x 12.5 
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1879 Queen Victoria - Not Issued Stamps Surcharged, WM 2, New Perforation (14 x 12½)  
 
 
https://www.stampworld.com/stamps/St.-Helena/Postage-stamps/g0013// (one penny: bar: 14-14 ½ 
mm long; one shilling bar 18 ½ mm long; during this year also 2/6P, yellow, Bar 14-14½ mm; 3/6P    
violet, Bar 14-14½ mm long; 4/6P, violet, Bar 14-14½ mm, Value 16½ mm long).  
1880: specimen 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/23/9230.jpg: “Saint Helena: 1880 2d. 
on 6d. yellow, variety imperf. between stamp and margin at foot, handstamped ''SPECIMEN'' (Samuel 




1883: Queen Victoria. WM 2, New Perforation (14) 
 
https://www.stampworld.com/stamps/St.-Helena/Postage-stamps/g0018// 10: 6P, carmin, Bar 14-
14½ mm long; during this year also  2/6P, yellow, Bar 14-14½ mm; 1Sh:/6P, green, Bar 14-14½ mm 
long)  
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1884 -1894 Queen Victoria. New Watermark WM: 3 (CA for Crown Agents) Perforation: 14  
 
https://www.stampworld.com/stamps/St.-Helena/Postage-stamps/g0021//: 1/6P, red; 1Sh/6P, 
yellowish green  (during this period also ½/6P in three types: green, Value 17 mm; green, Value 14½ 
mm, and somber green; Value 17 mm; 2/6P, yellow, 2½/6P, blue; 3/6P, violet and lila-violet; 4/6P, 
dark brown).     
For information about the watermark: see: https://www.shatps.org/SAC152.pdf  
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p.asp: “St Helena …[1887]  Queen Victoria Surcharged SG 41 Fine Used”.  
  
 
http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/52/14016.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1884-
94 Watermark Crown CA 4d. variety additional thin bar in surcharge mint, gum creases and tiny thin 
but very scarce. S.G. 43a”.  
https://www.stamps-for-sale.com/st-helena-1887-queen-victoria--sg-43-fine-used-82069-p.asp : “St 
Helena 1887 Queen Victoria SG 43 Fine Used”.  
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/52/14017.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1884-
94 Watermark Crown CA 4d. variety additional thin bar in surcharge, with watermark inverted and 
reversed, mint, a little toning on gum and small gum wrinkle, very scarce. S.G. 43a var.”.  
1887 (or 1888): Victoria perforated (WM3, perf. 14)  
 
6p: https://www.stampworld.com/stamps/St.-Helena/Postage-stamps/g0028// 6p: grey 
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Helena 1887 Queen Victoria SG 44 Fine Used”.  





569851.1221&row_nr=9: “Saint Helena: 1888 cover to Berkshire, initialled and with crest and "THE 
CASTLE/SAINT HELENA" cachet, posted in London on Aug. 14 franked by 1d. lilac (corner fault) with 
enclosed letter dated July 30, addressed to his mother by the Acting Governor William Grey-Wilson, 
taking advantage of his privilege to send his private letters to England by diplomatic bag avoiding the 
normal 6d. postal charge. Sir William Grey-Wilson (1852-1926) was appointed Colonial Secretary of 
St. Helena in 1886, was Acting Governor from 1887 to 1889 before his official appointment as 
Governor from 1890 to 1897. He later served as Governor of the Falkland Islands (1897-1904) and 
the Bahamas (1904-12)”. 




1893-94: Victoria perforated 
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“1/2p on 6p green (words 15mm) Queen Victoria Surcharged, and: 1/2p on 6p green (words 15mm) 
Queen Victoria Surcharged. With superb, rare maltese cross in circle cancel”. 
 
two pence: 6p: https://www.john-rice-stamps.co.uk/st-helena-stamps/1894-St-Helena.-SG.39-2d-
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1894 Victoria perforated 
  
One shilling : 6p: https://www.herrickstamp.com/shop/st-helena-scott-strong-39-strong-hinged-
mint-412984  
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https://db.kelleherauctions.com/php/lot_auc.php?site=1&sale=674&lot=1837&lang=1:  “St. Helena, 
1894, Queen Victoria, 1s on 6d yellow green, surcharge double (Scott 39a), top sheet margin single, 
o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh with brilliant color, Very Fine, with 1980 R.P.S. certificate. … A 
pristine example of this rarity. Taken from what was originally a block of 43 in the Royal Collection; 
about 20 examples were sold in the 1970s”. 
 
1884-94: 2 ½ d on six pence Victoria 
 
    
 
https://www.ebay.com/itm/ST-HELENA-QV-1893-2-d-Surcharge-on-6d-Ultramarine-Crown-CA-SG-
40-MINT/402002472645?hash=item5d9936eec5:g:TA0AAOSwkNRd-hZ6 ; and;  
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p.asp: “St Helena …[1984] Queen Victoria Surcharged SG 40 Fine Used”.  
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/56/7635.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1884-94 
wmk. Crown CA 1/2d. on 6d. green pair from right of sheet, unused, large part original gum, right stamp 
showing ''N'' and ''Y'' spaced. B.P.A. certificate (1973) states ''the spaced ''NY'' on right hand stamp is not 











http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/69/15119.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1890-97 
1/2d. to 10d. overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D12), mainly fine with gum. S.G. 46s-52s”.  
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http://sainthelenaisland.info/postagestamps.htm: “We believe this is intended as a First Day Cover, 
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1899: Cover to the UK 
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https://db.kelleherauctions.com/php/lot_auc.php?site=1&sale=633&lot=1365&lang=1: “St. Helena, 1889-
97, ten different values on cover to a local addressee in Jamestown (Scott 7//47), tied by July 27 St. 
Helena cds's; reduced somewhat at right, Very Fine”. 
 
1900: Cover to the UK 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











1901: Cover to Germany 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





Saint Helena as Prisoner of War camps for the Boer War in South Africa 
(1900-1902) 
See: http://sainthelenaisland.info/boerprisoners.htm:  
“From 1900 to 1902 St Helena became the first overseas prisoner-of-war camp. From 1900 to 1902 St 
Helena had to house nearly 6,000 Boer prisoners-of-war (‘PoWs’); probably the greatest logistical 
challenge the island had ever faced. Among the PoWs were many skilled craftsmen and these were 
employed on various building projects around the island. Others were given permission to work in 
and around Jamestown in jobs such as household servants, cooks and grooms. Some were allowed to 
live in the homes of their British employers provided that they remained well behaved; others were 
housed in a two-section camp in the Government Gardens and the Botanical Gardens in Jamestown. 
The more enterprising of the PoWs involved themselves in establishing a Coffee House, a Brewery, a 
pawnbrokers and another set himself up as an auctioneer. Some found employment with the Eastern 
Telegraph Company. The PoWs even started an Afrikaans newspaper, Kamp Kruimels. The PoWs 
were allowed to write letters home (some even drew postcards), but only under strict censorship 
including „No POW may write about any of the following subjects:- the political situation; the British 
Government or troops; occurrences in the camps; complaints about the food; or anything of a 
kindred kind” and „All photographs showing the coats of arms of the late republics, pictures of the 
leader, and any article whatsoever with the coats of arms aforementioned will be confiscated”. 
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Incoming letters were also censored. The PoWs interacted well with the local people and two were 
allowed to marry local women. They established a string quartet, a piano trio, a brass band and a 
male choir. The camps boasted a debating society, a German club, an anti-smoking society and many 
sports teams. In 1900 they even held a crafts exhibition. Among the PoWs was accomplished artist 
Erich Mayer; the paintings and sketches he produced … provide an intriguing glimpse into the life of 
the Boer prisoners-of-war. The PoWs also helped improve our road network”. 
 
http://sainthelenaisland.info/postcards.htm: location of the PoW camps 
 
http://sainthelenaisland.info/postcards.htm: “Arrival of the Boer PoWs (1900-1902), presumably 
1900, but dated 1904”.  
Also see: http://samilitaryhistory.org/vol113an.html: “During the South African War of 1899 to 1902 
the British took as many as 20 000 prisoners, resulting in overcrowded prisoner of war camps in 
South Africa. Those camps which were situated in the Cape Colony also became particularly 
vulnerable to attack by enemy forces. These difficulties influenced the decision to ship prisoners to 
Bermuda, India, Ceylon (present-day Sri Lanka) and the island of St Helena. The Boer General Piet 
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Cronjé was amongst the first contingent of 514 to arrive in St Helena on board the troop-ship 
Milwaukee, escorted by the HMS Niobe. On 27 February 1900, Cronjé had surrendered to Lord 
Roberts after the battle of Paardeberg. Illustrating his arrival on the island of St Helena, Punch 
magazine depicted the Boer general saluting the ghost of Napoleon and saying 'Same enemy, Sire! 
Same result!'” (Boer prisoners of war on the Island of St Helena by A J Nathan in Military History 
Journal Vol 11 No 3/4 - October 1999) 
 
http://samilitaryhistory.org/vol113an.html: General Cronjé outside Kent Cottage (Photo: by courtesy 
of the Archives, Cape Town). And: Kent Cottage, the residence of General Cronjé and his wife on St 
Helena (Photo: A J Nathan).  
1900: From Transvaal (Pretoria) to PoW camp St Helena 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





1SqBQBCaQae&search_submit=1:   “to Netherlands POW in St Helena, Pretoria,  25 Oct 1900 
postmarks three Transvaal stamps overprinted "VRI" to small envelope, addressed "Versewel de Witt 
Hamer, St Helena", small circular "Censor, Prisoner of War", with St Helena receiving”, 
1900: Incoming cover from South Africa/Cape of Good Hope, to Prisoner of War camp Boer War 
(Broadbottom Camp) 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






1901: Incoming cover from Transvaal (Pretoria) 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 







1901: Incoming cover from Cape Town, to Broadbottom Camp 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




https://www.pennymead.com/results.php?ct=7&grp=&sub=424&m=s : “1901 cover from C.O.G.H. to 
Boer War prisoner on St Helena with ST HELENA cds also small circular CENSOR PRISONERS OF WAR 
h/s.”.  
1901: Censored letters from OFS to PoW camp St Helena 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




http://sainthelenaisland.info/boerprisoners.htm (credit: John Barr). 
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https://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/5035/257544.jpg : “Broadbottom Camp, St. 
Helena, inbound cover franked by O.F.S. 1d purple overprint'd "V.R.I." (S.G. 113) tied by 
"Bloemfontein / Jy 22, 01" c.d.s., handstamped censor initials "NPR" applied at Bloemfontein and 
violet "Censor / Prisoner of War" applied on arrival”.  
1901: Incoming cover from Transvaal (Potchefstroom) to PoW Deadwood Camp 
 
https://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/5035/257542.jpg: “Deadwood Camp, St. Helena, 
inbound Transvaal 4d registered entire overprint'd "E.R.I." uprated with 2d Brown and green 
overprint'd "V.R.I." tied by "Potchefstroom, Transvaal / No 14, 01" c.d.s. and censored only on 
departure with violet oval "Passed By Censor / Potchefstroon / 14 Nov. 1901" handstamp on reverse, 
Johannesburg and Capetown transits”.  
1902: Cover from Transvaal (Potchefstroom) to PoW Camp Saint Helena 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






1901: Incoming mail from South Africa (Braamfontein), with UK stamp, and Army Post Office 
cancellation. 
 
https://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/5035/257509.jpg: “Passed Press Censor / 
Klerksdorp / Date 13 Nov 1901, circular handstamp initialed in pencil on cover addressed to a Boer 
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prisoner of war on St. Helena, franked by G.B. 1d mauve tied by A.P.O. Braamfontein cancel applied 
the day after the censor”.  
1902: Incoming mail from OVS (Bloemfontein), with UK stamp, and Army Post Office cancellation 
 
https://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/5035/257486.jpg: “P.B.C., violet censor 
handstamp applied at Bloemfontein to mourning cover to prisoner of war on St. Helena, franked by 
Great Britain 1d mauve tied by 28 Jan. 1902 F.P.O. datestamp and another censor handstamp and 
Edward VII censor seal, Very Fine, Bloemfontein transit backstamp, Very Fine; a wonderful and most 
uncommon usage”. 
1901: Incoming mail from Germany 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





1SqBQBCaQae&search_submit=1: “to POW in St Helena, Hofgeismar Germany,  27 Nov 1901 
postmarks tie stamps to small envelope, addressed German Volunteer, POW in St Helena, 
uncommon "Passed Censor, St Helena" in triangle, De 21 1901 receiving strike”.  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





1SqBQBCaQae&search_submit=1: “to POW in St Helena, Rochlitz Germany,  Mar 18 1901 postmarks 
tie stamp to 5pf postal card addressed to German Volunteer, "Prisoner of War, St Helena, Deadwood 
Camp", Ap 28 1901 St Helena receiving”.  
1901-02: Incoming mail from the Netherlands 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





1SqBQBCaQae&search_submit=1: “to St Helena POW, Middelburg Netherlands,  24 Dec 1901 
postmarks tie stamps (12½c faulty), to large buff registered envelope, addressed V.D, Witt Hamer 
Capt of Dutch Volunteer Corps, Prisoner of War Walboro Cottage St Helena with Great Britain transit 
and St Helena receiving strikes, scarce Dutch Contingency item”.  
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




1SqBQBCaQae&search_submit=1: “to POW in St Helena, Utrecht Netherlands,  June 3 1902 postmark 
ties stamp to ppc, addressed St Helena POW camp, uncommon purple double triangular "Passed 
Censor, Head Office" censor strike”.   
1901: Incoming mail from the UK 
 
https://hrharmer.com/en/_auctions/?action=search&auctionID=12&cd=eJyrVipOTSxKzlCyUspIzUnNS
1SqBQBCaQae&search_submit=1: “Green & Red, to POW in St Helena, Kings Lynn Great Britain,  Jul 5 
1901 squared circle ties stamp to small envelope, addressed "Capt V de Witt Hamer POW St Helena", 
of the Dutch Volunteers, Capt V de Witt Hamer was the postmeister for the Boer prisoners and was a 
VIP who was housed in one of only three private cottages allotted to POWs, purple circular "Censor, 
Prisoner of War" strike at center”.  
1901:  Incoming mail from Sweden 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





1SqBQBCaQae&search_submit=1: “to POW in St Helena, Sweden,  Nov 15 1901 postmarks tie stamps 
to ppc, addressed to a Swedish volunteer "Prisoner of War, St Helena", purple triangular "Passed 
Censor Deadwood" at left, Scandinavian volunteers mail from the Boer War is very scarce”.  
Incoming cover from the USA, for General Cronjé, St Helena 
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https://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/5035/257543.jpg:  “St. Helena Camp Not 
Specified, inbound cover from the United States franked by 5c blue tied by "Danville, Pa. / Oct 17, 
1900" duplex to Boer General Piet Cronje, "St. Helena / No 13, 1900" arrival postmark. and violet 
"Censor / Prisoner of War" handstamp, opening tear at top and stained at left, Fine and rare usage; 
General Cronje was allowed to live outside the camps under military guard, first at Kent Cottage near 
High Knoll Fort and then at Longwood, where Napoleon had lived and died”. 
 
http://sainthelenaisland.info/boerprisoners.htm: “sketches from Eric Meyer”.  
 
http://sainthelenaisland.info/postcards.htm 
1901: Postcard to Johannesburg 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




https://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/5035/257540.jpg : “Deadwood Camp, St. 
Helena, registered picture post card to Johannesburg showing Boer prisoners being led through the 
streets of Jamestown, St. Helena and bearing violet "Censor / Prisoner of War" cachet with initials 
"EW" of E. Walton, who served at Deadwood from June, 1900 to May, 1902, franked with St. Helena 
½d and 2½d Victoria (S.G. 36, 40) tied by grids, "St. Helena / De 6, 1900" c.d.s. and registry postmark., 
Johannesburg 27 Dec. receiver, ½d damaged from placement at cover edge, otherwise Very Fine and 
rare registered P.O.W. usage”.  
1901: Postcard to Germany 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





1SqBQBCaQae&search_submit=1: “German Contingent, POW, St Helena,  SP 4 1901 postmark, 
barred registry killers tie 1/2d, and two revalued stamps to 1d Registered postal card, addressed 
Eileburg Germany, indistinct faint purple oval Broad Bottom censor strike, sent from "A Schiel, 
Commander of German Volunteer Force, captured after the Battle of Elandslaage" reverse with 
multicolor German shield on reverse inscr "Deutsche Corps SAR 1899-1901", multiple signatures”.  
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1901: Postcard to France, from PoW camp, censored 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




1SqBQBCaQae&search_submit=1 : “French POW, St Helena,  AU 2 1901 postmark with segmented 
killers tie stamps to Registered "Greetings from St Helena" multiple view ppc, addressed Montagris 
France, mailed back from French POW, oval "Registered, St Helena" oval at lower left, Registered 
ppcs are very scarce especially during the Boer War”.  
1901: Postcard to France, from Broadbottom Camp 
 
https://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/5035/257545.jpg : “Prisoner of War / Censor / 
Broadbottom Camp, ½d Victoria (S.G. 36, 38, 48), "St. Helena / 17 Au, 1901" c.d.s. and London 
registry transit, card with repaired tear, Fine appearing and rare registered usage from a P.O.W”. 
1901: Boer War PoW cover to Italy, censored 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






Postcard from Deadwood Camp 
  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





Postcard: Boer departure. 
 
http://sainthelenaisland.info/postcards.htm: “Boers departure, presumably 1902 but posted October 
1903”.  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




http://sainthelenaisland.info/artists.htm#erichmayer19001902: “Erich Mayer was one of the Boer 
PoWs (1900-1902). He returned to South Africa after the war where he lived for the rest of his life. 
His paintings of the South African Landscape still make good money at Auction. He made some 
paintings and drawings of St Helena during his time here but they do not get the same recognition as 
his later South African works. They are not readily available on the Internet. The one image we have 
below is an illustrated map of St Helena, created in collaboration with another prisoner [Capt. De 
Framond]” 
King Edward VII (1901-1910) 
1902: Cover to England, with Victoria stamps 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 







http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/59/7282.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1902 
(May 9) envelope to England, bearing 1884-94 1/2d. green (words 141/2mm long), eight singles all 
cancelled by St. Helena c.d.s.'s, some stain spots, otherwise fine”.  





African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





1902: Censored cover to France 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postage_stamps_and_postal_history_of_Saint_Helena#/media/File:19
02_St_Helena_head_office_censor_card.jpg: “ Censored postcard to France with St Helena postal 
censor head office PASSED BY CENSOR handstamp and 1902 King Edward VII key type 1d stamp”.  
1902 (and 1922) Covers EVII 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/52/14046.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1903 
1d. imperf. colour trial in dull purple and olive-grey on gummed watermarked paper, fine”. 
 
  
http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/56/7638.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1903 
1d. imperf. colour trials (4) in grey and sage-green, grey and light grey, grey and sky blue, grey 






African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1904: Incoming mail from South Africa 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






1906: Consular cover to France, with Victoria stamps 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




https://db.kelleherauctions.com/php/lot_auc.php?site=1&sale=635&lot=72&lang=1: “St. Helena, 
1906, consular cover to France, franked with eleven stamps (Scott 7, 12, 24, 34-39, 42 & 47), and tied 
by multiple black diamond-shaped cancels, St. Helena 1906 dispatch circular datestamp & Lille Nord 
receiving postmark, plus French consular handstamp on reverse, a philatelic cover that was prepared 
after officials sold remainder stamps in 1905, but apparently went through the postal service, Fine to 
Very Fine”.  
1908 King Edward VII   
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 















1912: Cover to the USA, with stamps of 1902 and 1908 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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King George V (1910-1936) 
“The 1912-1916 King George V definitives were similar to the 1903 definitive, the only difference 
being the King's profile. However this time there were ten values in the set, ranging from ½d to 3s. 
Between 1912 and 1913 4d and 6d stamps (not included in the pictorial set) were issued in the form 
of a key type. Between 1922 and 1937, a new definitive was issued. Designed by the St Helena-born 
Postmaster Thomas R. Bruce, it was similar to the 1912-16 pictorials, but instead of the Government 
House or the Wharf, these stamps showed the badge of St. Helena - a three-masted sailing ship near 
two large rocks. These values ranged from ½d to £1, and there are many varieties, such as the broken 
mainmast, the torn flag, and the cleft rock. In 1934, St. Helena's first commemorative set was issued. 
This was a set of 10 values up to 10s commemorating the centenary of British colonisation (1834-
1934). In 1935, the Crown Agents omnibus issue commemorating the Silver Jubilee of King George V 
was issued. The first King George VI set was that of the 1937 Coronation. Between 1938 and 1949, a 
new definitive was issued portraying King George VI and the badge of the Colony. However, the 
design was totally different from the 1922 badge set. All the commemorative sets issued in this reign 
were CA omnibus issues: Coronation of King George VI (19 May 1937); Victory (21 October 1946); 






1913: Postcard with Napoleon’s House (Longwood) 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 







1912: GV, chalky paper 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/52/9435.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1913 
Watermark Multiple Crown CA 4d. and 6d. in horizontal pairs, one in each showing variety split ''A'' 
[Left pane, R. 8/3], unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 85, a, 86, a”.  





http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/40/6384.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1914 
(Dec. 23) formula registered envelope to England, franked by 1903 1d. black and carmine (3), on 
reverse has ''PASSED/PRESS CENSOR'' in violet, some staining and a few faults, otherwise fine and 
scarce” 
1916: War tax. One penny 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 












1919: War Tax, 1d  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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1922 King George V and ships (WM4) 
 
 
https://www.stampworld.com/stamps/St.-Helena/Postage-stamps/g0067//   
 
https://db.kelleherauctions.com/php/lot_auc.php?site=1&sale=695&lot=2345&lang=1 : “St. Helena, 
1922, King George V, £1 gray & purple on red (Scott 99), watermarked Multiple Crown CA, tied to 
piece by Jan. 17, 1935 (favor) circular datestamp, exceedingly well-centered, rich vibrant colors, 
Choice Extremely Fine, difficult to find in this premium used condition, ex- Dr. Killien, with 2016 
R.P.S.L. certificate”. 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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1£:  http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/46/8040.jpg: “Saint Helena: 




http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/52/14023.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1922-
37 1d. imperf. sample proof in brown and grey-green on ungummed unwatermarked paper, 




http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/56/7644.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1922-
37 Proofs and Specimens: Watermark Mult. Crown CA 4d. to £1 overprinted ''SPECIMEN'' 
(Samuel type D12a or D16), mainly fine with gum. (5) S.G. 92s-96s”.  
 
  
http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/56/7645.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1922-
37 Proofs and Specimens: Watermark Mult. Crown CA 1s.6d. to £1 handstamped ''SPECIMEN'' 
(Samuel local type SH2 in violet), mainly fine with gum, few minor tone spots (5) S.G. 93s-96s”.  
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10s: https://www.ebay.com/itm/ST-HELENA-SG112s-1922-15-GREY-OLIVE-GREEN-MTD-MINT-
SPECIMEN/362859702861?hash=item547c1faa4d:g:W68AAOSwV6hd~8qZ  
15 s: https://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_SAN/727/708315.jpg (specimen): “1922, King 
George V, 15s gray & purple on blue, overprinted "Specimen" (Scott 94 var.), watermarked Multiple 
Script CA, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine”. 
1£: https://www.davidfeldman.com/dfsa-auctions/june-2019-summer-auction-series/british-
empire/50586/st-helena-1864-1967-old-time-collection-on-eight-l/?soff_session_category=9024    
1922, GV, varieties: damaged value tablet 
   
½ d: https://www.john-rice-stamps.co.uk/st-helena-stamps/1922-St.-Helena---SG.97e--½d-grey-&-
black--variety-damaged-value-tablet-mounted-mint_1433.html   
6 d: https://www.john-rice-stamps.co.uk/st-helena-stamps/1922-St-Helena--SG.104--6d-grey-&-
bright-purple-UM-(MNH)_4188.html  





1 ½ d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/40/6348.jpg:  “Saint Helena: 
1922-37 Watermark Multiple Script CA 11/2d. deep carmine-red, showing variety cleft rock, fine mint 
with usual brownish gum. S.G. 99ec”.  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










deep-carminegreen.-cleft-rock--variety--MM_2797.html   
8 p: https://www.john-rice-stamps.co.uk/st-helena-stamps/1922-37--St-Helena-SG.105-8d-grey-&-
bright-violet.-MM_2790.html  
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1/6: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/46/8034.jpg : “Saint Helena: 






http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/52/7145.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1922-37 
Watermark Mult. Script CA 2s. purple and blue on blue, mint pair from the lower left corner of the 




5s: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/16/3067.jpg   
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8d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/46/8037.jpg : “Saint Helena: 
1922-37 wmk. Mult. Script CA …8d. … in pairs, one of each showing torn flag, mainly fine mint. [S.G. 
97b-99b, 101b, 104b, 105b]”.  
   
1/6: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/16/3061.jpg  
2/6: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/16/3062.jpg  
5s: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/16/3063.jpg  
 
    
7/6: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/16/3064.jpg  
10s: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/16/3065.jpg 
1£: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/16/3028.jpg  
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/28/5568.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1922-37 
wmk. Mult, Crown CA 5s. grey and green on yellow ''Torn flag'' variety, being the upper left stamp of 
a fine mint lower marginal block of four, hinged on the variety plus one other stamp only. S.G. 
95,95a”.  
1923, GV Varieties: broken mainmast and torn flag 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




https://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_SAN/727/716375N2.jpg : “1923, King George V, 2d & 
3d, three different plate varieties (Scott 82, 83 vars), watermarked Multiple Script CA, 2d broken 
mainmast and torn flag, 3d cleft rock; first with a couple shortish perfs, otherwise Very Fine”. 
1923: GV, varieties: broken main mast 
   
½ d: https://www.john-rice-stamps.co.uk/st-helena-stamps/1923-St-Helena-SG.97-½d-grey-&-black-
UM-(MNH)_4187.html  
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4d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/40/11022.jpg: “Saint Helena: 
1922-37 Watermark Multiple Crown CA 4d. grey and black on yellow showing variety broken 






5d: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/46/8036.jpg : “Saint Helena: 
1922-37 wmk. Mult. Script CA …..5d. in mint pair.. from the left of the sheet, … showing broken 
mainmast, mainly fine. [S.G. 97a-103a]”.  
 
 
2/6: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/43/10007.jpg: “Saint Helena: 
1922-37 Script CA 2s.6d. mint with broken mainmast variety, fine. S.G. 109a”.  
5s: http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/44/16017.jpg: “Saint Helena: 
1922-37 watermark Script 5s. grey and green on yellow with variety broken mainmast, fine mint. S.G. 
110a”. 
Combined varieties 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/52/9590.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1922-37 
Watermark Mult. Script CA 1/2d. and 1s.6d. ''cleft rock'' [R. 5/1] in lower left corner plate no. blocks 
of four, 11/2d. and 3d. ''broken mainmast'' [R. 2/1] in upper left corner plate no. blocks of four, 1s. 
''torn flag'' [R. 4/6] in lower margin block of four, all unmounted except 1/2d. upper pair. (20) S.G. 97, 
c, 99, a, 101, a, 106, b, 107, c, “.  
1929: Cover to England 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






1932??: Postcard to England with the Hamburg-Amerika Linie 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 







1934: 100th anniversary of St Helena’s British Colonization 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











1934 Postcard to the USA, with Longwood House 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/35/9959.jpg : “1935 Silver Jubilee 
Issues: Saint Helena: 11/2d. to 1s. set of four perforated ''SPECIMEN'' (Samuel type D19), the 11/2d. 
and 2d. additionally showing variety ''diagonal line by turret'', fine with gum and rare. S.G. 124fs. 
Both varieties with B.P.A. certificate (2003)”.  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/46/8108.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1935 
Silver Jubilee set in vertical pairs, perforated ''SPECIMEN'', most with imperfections, with full gum. 








African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/38/9822.jpg : “1935 Silver Jubilee 
Issues: Saint Helena: 11/2d. to 1s. set in blocks of four on O.H.M.S. registered cover to the Royal 
Naval Hospital in Simonstown, light ''NO 1/35'' cancellations and Nov. 16 arrival backstamp. S.G. 124-
27”.  
1936: Airmail from Cape Town 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





http://sainthelenaisland.info/postagestamps.htm: “Early Air-Mail, 4th December 1936? No, only by 
air from Cape Town…”.  
1937: Cover to the USA 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






(King Edward VIII and) King George VI (1936-1952) 
1937: Coronation George VI 
 
https://www.stampworld.com/stamps/St.-Helena/Postage-stamps/g0102//  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/46/8045.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1938-44 
1/2d. to 10s. set perforated ''SPECIMEN'', mainly fine with gum. S.G. 131-140”.  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 








1939: Cover to the USA 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 














http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/56/8336.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1942 
(June 30) envelope to Scotland, bearing 1938-44 3d. grey, cancelled by ''ST. HELENA'' c.d.s., bearing 
''Opened (inverted) /by/Censor'' (Mabbett type 1A), backstamped ''V V'' in violet and octagonal 
framed ''PASSED BY CENSOR/Crown/No/2496'' type CM 7, some staining and vertical crease, 
otherwise fine”.  
1944: Cover sent to a destination in Saint Helena 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 














African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1949: Registered cover to the UK 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






1949: Cover to Southern Rhodesia 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





1949: Postcards to England 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





1949 King George VI , other colours 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 







1952: Postcard from Longwood House to France 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





Longwood-View. Note: the Postcard reads: “Sainte Hélène - Longwood”.  
Queen Elizabeth II (1952- ) 
“The first Queen Elizabeth issue was for the 1953 Coronation, followed by a pictorial definitive issued 
1 month later. Issues were mainly commemorative or omnibus. On 12 October 1961, four Tristan da 
Cunha stamps were overprinted "ST. HELENA/Tristan Relief" with a surcharge. Only 454 sets were 
sold, mainly to tourists from a visiting cruise liner. This set was withdrawn on 19 October and is the 
most expensive set of St. Helena. St. Helena issues commemorative stamps regularly and still takes 





African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1953: QEII  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











1957: Cover to Northern Rhodesia 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 







1957: Cover, Duke of Edinburgh visit 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1956: 100 years stamps on St Helena 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






1961: Tristan Relief stamps 
“St Helena also includes one of the rarest 20th Century stamps, the 1961 Tristan Relief Fund charity 
set was not sanctioned and had to be withdrawn however the stamps had been on sale for one week 




http://sainthelenaisland.info/postagestamps.htm: “On 12th October 1961, after the volcano 
eruption on Tristan da Cunha, four Tristan stamps were overprinted ‘St Helena/Tristan Relief’ with a 
surcharge (below). Note the dual currency - Tristan used South African Rand at the time but the relief 
surcharge was collected on St Helena in £sd. Only 454 sets were sold, mainly to tourists from a 
visiting cruise liner. This set was withdrawn on 19th October, and was at one time the most 
expensive set of St Helena stamps”.  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6974.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1961 
Tristan Relief Fund set, very fine and fresh unmounted mint, all corner marginal examples. S.G. 172-
175”.  
 
https://db.kelleherauctions.com/php/lot_auc.php?site=1&sale=633&lot=1369&lang=1: “St. Helena, 
1961, Tristan Relief complete (Scott B1-B4), matching Oct 12 First Day cancels, fresh, Very Fine, only 
434 sets were sold, each with a 1985 R.P.S. certificate”. 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:St_Helena_1961_Tristan_Relief_Fund_postcard.png : “The 
small island of Tristan da Cunha in the South Atlantic hit the headlines in October 1961 when violent 
volcanic activity caused the evacuation of the population. The authorities on the neighbouring island 
of St. Helena, some 1,400 miles to the north-east, started a Relief Fund, and a supply of Tristan da 
Cunha stamps were surcharged “ST. HELENA Tristan Relief” with an amount for the fund. Shown is 
the post card, bearing three of the four values in the set, sent by the Governor of St Helena to “The 
Rt. Hon. Reginald Maudling, MP, Secretary of State for the Colonies” informing him of the new 
stamps. Unfortunately only the Colonial Office in London could authorise new stamps, a fact clearly 
unknown to the Governor, and the issue was withdrawn. These are among the rarest of modern 
stamps as only 434 sets were sold. Date 12 October 1961”.  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 




https://db.kelleherauctions.com/php/lot_auc.php?site=1&sale=696&lot=291&lang=1: “St. Helena, 
1961, Tristan Relief complete (B1-B4), tied on Airmail cover to London by St. Helena "C" c.d.s.s, 18 
Oct 1961, Very Fine and rare, an exceedingly rare set on cover. SG 172/5… Only 434 complete sets 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/38/7749.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1961 
Tristan Relief 21/2c.+3d. to 10c.+1s. set, fine used on special charity postcard and cancelled ''OC 
12/61'' first day datestamps. Holcombe Certificate (1987). S.G. 172-175”.  
1961 New definitive, local motives and QEII 
 
https://www.stampworld.com/stamps/St.-Helena/Postage-stamps/g0154//  
1963: Freedom from Hunger 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
















African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











1965: International Cooperation Year 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 












1966: Football World Cup 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 














1967: New Constitution 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6946.jpg : “St. Helena: 1967 New 
Constitution 2s.6d. with variety red (ribbon, etc.) omitted, fine unmounted mint with normal for 
comparison. S.G. 213a”.  
1967: Settlers after the London fire of 1666 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1968: 150th anniversary of abolition of slavery 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





Slavery   




African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 












http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/59/7566.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1968 
(Nov. 4) 1/2d. showing variety black printing double, fine unmounted mint from the left of the sheet. 
S.G. 226 var”.  
1968: Flats in Jamestown 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 







http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/30/6944.jpg : “St. Helena: 1968 3d. 
Flats in Jamestown, an unmounted mint vertical pair, variety imperforate, fine and rare. S.G. 230 
var”.  




1969: 19th century uniforms 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1970: Centenary of the British Red Cross 
  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1971: Decimal currency definitive 
 
https://www.john-rice-stamps.co.uk/st-helena-stamps/1971-St.-Helena-SG261-74-Decimal-
Currency-Definitives-Set-of-14-Values-Um-(MNH)_2890.html   
1971: Easter 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1971 Weapons of the British Army from the 19th Century   
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1972: Silver Wedding 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





1973: Helmets and Swords of the British Army 
 
 




1973: Royal Wedding Princess Anne 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











1976: First issue of currency notes 
 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
















African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
















African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






http://sainthelenaisland.info/postagestamps.htm: “As anywhere else, St Helena stamps are 
sometimes issued with errors. We present an example (right) - a 1976 Commemorative 
printed without Gold, resulting in the loss of the Queen’s head and country name” 
 




1977: 300 Years Halley’s Visit to St Helena 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





mint-5248-p.asp : “1978 St Helena Coronation 25th Anniversary Mini Sheet Fine Mint”.  
1978: Shipwrecks of the Witte Leeuw 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











1979: Bicentenary of Captain Cook’s Voyages 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1979: 150th anniversary of the Inclined Plane  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1979: Cover to Luxemburg, without stamps 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











1980: Queen Mother 80th birthday 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





p.asp: “St Helena 1980 Mothers 80th Birthday Sheetlet Fine Mint”.  




African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 





Saint Helena as British Dependent Territory: 1981-2002 
1981: Endemic plants 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1981: Ancient maps 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1981: Royal Wedding Charles and Diana 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1981: Clams and snails 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






1981: The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Service 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










 1982: Ancient Maps, Stamps of 1981 with St Paul’s cancellation 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1982: Diana 21 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 








http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/35/7497.jpg : “Saint Helena: 1981 
Royal Wedding 29p. imperforate pair, fine unmounted mint, scarce. S.G. 399b”.  








African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1983: Views of St Helena 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 













African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











1984: Cover to the USA 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1984: Lloyd’s List 250 years 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






1985: Queen Mother 85 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1985: Marine Life 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1986: 60th anniversary of EII  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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1987: Royal visits to St Helena, and their vessels 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1987: Ruby wedding 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 








http://sainthelenaisland.info/postagestamps.htm: “1987 40th Wedding Anniversary, with & without 
overprint; We also originally thought the issue below was an error but were informed by a stamp trader 
that actually the stamps were intentionally issued in both forms, with and without the overprint”. 
1987: Cover to Ascension 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1988: Bicentenary of Australian Settlement 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 







African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1989: Cover to the USA, Famous explorers, with 1987 stamps 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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1989: New Prince Andrew Central School 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1989: Early motorvehicles 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











1990: Farm Animals 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1990: Modern communication links 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1990: Maiden Voyage of St Helena II 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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1991: Military uniforms 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1991: Christmas paintings 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1992: 40th anniversary of accession to the throne of Queen Elisabeth II 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1994: Special souvenir Cover, QEII Round the World Cruise, with 1993 bird stamps 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






1994: Flowers and Children’s Art 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 














African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1994: Flowers, 2d series 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1995: Construction of Harpers Velley Earth Dam 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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1995: Singapore 95, Orchids 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1996: Union Castle Mail Ships, 1st series 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1996: 70th birthday Queen EII  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 







African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1996: Christmas flowers and views 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1997: Hongkong 97 Stamp Exhibition 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1997: Golden wedding 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1997: Christmas. 25th anniversary of The Duke of Edinburgh Award in St Helena 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1998: Maritime heritage 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 








1998: Christmas. Crafts 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






1999: Cover for delivery on the Island, with stamps of 1986 and 1993 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1999: Cover to the USA via Ascension, with stamp of 1997 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1999: Cover to Ecuador/Galapagos, with stamp of 1998 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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1999: Australia 99, World Stamp Expo 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1999: Philexfrance 99. Paris Stamp Exhibition 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










1999: Queen Mother’s Century 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









1999: Century of cables and wireless communication 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










2000: Stamp Show 2000 London 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










2000: 500th anniversary of discovery of St Helena, 4th issue 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 














2001: Hongkong stamp exhibition 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










2001: Royal Navy Ships of the 2d WW 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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Saint Helena as British Overseas Territory: 2002-2009 
 







2002: Birdlife International 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









2002: 500th anniversary of the discovery of St Helena, 6th issue 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










2002: Death of the Queen Mother 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









2002: Endangered species: Whales 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









2002: Royal Visit Princess Anne 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






2003: Portrait QEII 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 













African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










2004: Medical pioneers 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






2004: Christmas. Stained glass windows 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










2005: Rock formations 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










2005: Battle of Trafalgar, 1st series 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









2005: End of WWII, 60th anniversary 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 







2005: Pope John-Paul II 
 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









2005: Christmas: Hans Christian Anderson 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 











2006: 150th anniversary of first St Helena postage stamp 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









2006: 50th anniversary of the First Europa Stamps 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









2006: 80th birthday of QEII 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









2006: Arts and Crafts 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 






2006: Twelve days of Christmas 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










2007: The Napoleons  
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










2007: Diamond Wedding 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 









2007: Centenary of scouting 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 










2008: 90th anniversary of Royal Air Force 
African Postal Heritage Papers; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 42; Ton Dietz 
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2018: Airport III 
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